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At ACCUTE, all signs seem to be signaling that
August 15 is upon is: a flood of calls for
member-organized sessions (published herein);
several reports, and a general call for paper
proposals (likewise); and, in the works and
coming soon, a letter to every member of an
English Department or Program or Centre in
the country who does not belong to ACCUTE,
explaining why it is that lapsed members
should not relapse, and potential new
members should
join us. I do not
want to mitigate
the
persuasive
powers of these
letters
or
to
preach
to
the
converted; but I
urge recipients of
this Newsletter to
help
with
this
latest
initiative.
More on this in a
moment.
First, the Winnipeg
We
conference.
are nine and a half months away (who's
counting?) and counting. We are pleased to
report that this summer has been virtually
mosquito-free, and we have it on good
authority that next summer will be better. (And
that, unlike last time ACCUTE was here in the
mid-eighties, the air-conditioning at the
University of Manitoba will be running
smoothly.) As of August 25th, we have two
plenary in place - Bill New and James Kincaid.
Plans are being conceived for an evening of
readings that, we hope, will persuade any who
had doubts that we do, indeed, reside at the
very heart and literary centre of the country.

http://accute.uwlnnlpeg.ca

Several organizations have approached
ACCUTE about the possibility of joint sessions
and speakers, and we're talking. In June, postHalifax, we had to advise our Allied
Associations that we could not bear the cost in
2004 of printing a shared program, but of
course we will continue to try to find every
other way of cooperating possible.
Back to our membership. Our numbers are
growing, which is good, but the truth remains
that large numbers of our colleagues do not
belong to ACCUTE.
We all know some
of the reasons:
ACCUTE is not a
specialist
conference,
and
scarce
travel
funds mean that
colleagues would
rather
go
to
meetings
that
address their own
subject
areas
more specifically.
A C CUT E
conferences have
too many graduate
students, or Canadianists, or focus too
narrowly on contemporary fields (check out last
year's Program, and you will find that none of
these claims is true; and, as I suggested at
this time last year, "too many graduate
students" is at best a curious reservation).
Dire mutterings about English Studies In
Canada. (Check out the forthcoming issues,
and read about the University of Alberta's
plans for the journal.) And so on.
I hope that when your colleague down the hall,
next door, or across the table from you raises
(Continued on page 6)

Congress 2004
Winnipeg 2004 - May 29-June 1
University of Manitoba

Congress Theme: Confluence:
Ideas, Identities, and Place
This issue of the newsletter includes
the major calls for papers-both
general and specific-for the 2004
Congress of the Social Sciences and
Humanities.
Open Call for Papers and Proposals
Related to Your Current Research

Anything goes - and goes by our
vettors. You certainly do not have to
match your research and writing to any
of the Congress themes. We are
always interested in strong and
promising proposals on any aspect of
English studies, and so please
consider submitting something in
response to this general call.
Individual papers emerging from your
own specific work in your fields always
dominate the Congress program. You
may submit only one proposal (in
total}. As well, to be a presenter, you
must be a member In good standing
with ACCUTE.

Our challenge is to match the
accepted papers with a view to
shaping reasonably coherent and
i,lViting panels. ACCUTE is not a
specialist society; we are aiming to
program with the breadth of our
members' interests and activities in
mind.

Member Organized Sessions

Please see the call for papers for memberorganized and joint sessions beginning on
pages 17 and 25 (respectively) of this
Newsletter. Please note that organizers
may not advise panelists that they are
presenting until the ACCUTE second
reader has made his/her assessment and
ACCUTE has contacted the organizer.
Plenary Speakers

Bill New and James Kincaid will be two of
More
our plenaries in Winnipeg.
information about the plenaries will be
available in the December ACCUTE
Newsletter.
Conference Notes

The Professional Concerns committee is
soliciting proposals from individuals this
fall on topics outlined in Anne Quema's
report (see p. 4).
ACCUTE will not have the financial
resources this year to underwrite the costs
of producing the Shared Program.
However, as is our custom, we will
endeavour to offer as diverse a set of
papers, disciplinary and interdisciplinary,
as we can. If you think your proposal might
work well with anyone of our allied
affiliates, please let us know and we will
aim to establish joint panels where
appropriate.
Travel Funding

Travel claim forms - applications to cover
part of presenters' travel costs to the
ACCUTE conference - will be available at
the ACCUTE desk at the conference. Be
sure to get your form in before the deadline
in late June (the exact date will be printed

papers, please send QNE hard copy ANI2
an electronic copy of your paper or
proposal to the ACCUTE office at the
University of Winnipeg.
Submissions
should be received no later than 15
November 2003.
If you are responding to the organizer of a
proposed special session, please send
IHR.EE copies of your paper or proposal
directly to the organizer by the same date.
The organizer will forward copies of the
proposals or papers (both electronic and
paper) received to the ACCUTE office by 5
December
2003
together
with
assessments of each submission.
Unless otherwise indicated by the organizer
of a special session, proposals should be
300 to 500 words in length . Submission of
an electronic copy of proposals by email in
addition to QNE hard copy (for proposals
for the general call) or THREE hard copies
(for the member-organized session calls) is.
required. Electronic copy facilitates the
vetting of proposals and reduces the costs
of postage for the Association. By saving
postage, we hope to reserve more money
to support presenters' travel costs.
If you are submitting a completed paper, it
should be no longer than 12 to 13 doublespaced pages (approximately 20 minutes
speaking time). While an email electronic
submission is preferred over disk
submissions, the latter will be accepted.
Please include a copy on disk, clearly
labeling the disk with your name, the title
of your paper, and the computer program
used.
Your paper or proposal should be
accompanied by a cover page containing
the following information:
•

your name (in the form LAST, FIRST)

on the form).

•

full mailing address

Procedures for Submitting Proposals and

•
•

email, phone and fax numbers
the title of your paper, and

•

a 50-word bio-bibliographical note.

_Papers

If you are responding to our general call for

Congress 2004 Information Continued ....
Iiso include, on a separate page: a 100word abstract of your paper including its
title. Abstracts and bios exceeding these
limits will have to be cut for inclusion in the
conference program.
Please Include
electronic copies of your blo and abstract
as well. In order to permit blind reviewing
by assessors, the papers and proposals
themselves should not include the author's
name, pOSition or institutional affiliation.
Vetting of Papers and Proposals

With the exception of presentations in
executive-organized
sessions,
all
submissions for the ACCUTE conference
program are vetted by at least two
specialists in the field and read by the
ACCUTE president. In the case of memberorganized sessions, the organizer acts as
the first vettor; the submissions to the
proposed session are then sent out to a
second vettor, with the names of the
sJbmitters withheld, as in the case of
submissions received in response to the
general call for papers.
In the case of joint sessions with other
societies, ACCUTE is prepared to respect
the other society's procedures for
selection. But wherever possible, we also
seek the opinion of a specialist reader who
is a member of our own Association as
well.
The ACCUTE office will do everything within
its power to ensure that papers or
proposals submitted in response to the
general call for papers and those
submitted to the organizers of special
sessions have an equal chance of being
included in the conference program.
Assessors are asked to judge each paper
or proposal according to the following
criteria:
A.
Guidelines for the Assessment of
Papers:
1. Significance: the paper should make an
original contribution to scholarship, to
theoretical understanding, or to current

debates on matters of common interest to
ACCUTE members.
2. Accessibility: if focusing on a single
and little-known text, the paper should
address issues that would be of interest
to members unfamiliar with it, and
indicate these in its title. A good paper
should invite the interest of nonspecialists.
3. Presentation: the arguments of the
paper should be made coherently and
with rhetorical polish.
4. Length:
papers at the conference
must be effectively presented in 20
minutes or less. Papers written without
consideration of this time constraint (i.e.,
papers over 3000 words in length) will
need significant re-writing. In cases in
which the scholarly significance of the
paper might justify such re-writing, vettors
may make the case for it, but this remains
a matter of their professional judgement.

B. Guidelines for the Assessment of
Proposals:

1. A good proposal should have a clear
thesis. It should present some indication
of the evidence that will be put forward to
support it. It should take into account
published criticism relevant to the topic
being investigated. In short, it should
read like the abstract of an argument
written by someone knowledgeable in the
field concerned, not the description of an
interesting area for investigation.
2. As well, a good proposal should give a
strong indication that it will result in a
paper meeting the criteria in ACCUTE's
guidelines for papers, above.
In their assessments, vettors are asked
to rank proposals as outstanding,
acceptable or unacceptable.
Criteria for Selection

When making final decisions about the

program, the conference organizers place
most emphasis on the reports of the
vettors. Any submission receiving two
assessments of "Outstanding" by our
vettors is automatically included on the
In the small
conference program.
number of cases where a paper or
proposal is assessed as outstanding by
one vettor and poor by another, the
organizers try, wherever pOSSible, to
obtain the opinion of a third specialist
vettor.
The organizers also consider the
necessity of including a range of period,
national, theoretical and critical interests
on the program and the ways in which
the papers can be intelligently grouped in
coherent sessions. Other factors taken
into account in deciding between equally
ranked submissions include the scholarly
achievement reflected in the biobibliographical note (particularly in the
case of proposals as opposed to
completed
papers);
regional
representation; and whether or not the
submitter has presented at the preceding
year's ACCUTE conference. As always,
you will receive notification of the
decision concerning your submission in
late February. A draft version of the
program will appear in the March 2003
issue of the ACCUTE Newsletter. r

Professional Concerns

fIND OUT
WHlIT'S
NEW liT
lICCUTE
ONtINE!
Go to
http://accute.uwinnipeg.ca

and click on
''News.''

Anne Quema

November 2003.

The Professional Concerns
Committee met in Halifax in
May 2003 and decided to
create topics of discussion
that address some of the
contradictions affecting the
academic world. The four
panels that we propose for
ACCUTE 2004 are meant to
attract wide participation
from
the
academic
community. Although PC
panel presentations are
traditionally less formal than
others, we require a title,
abstract, and bio. Depending
on the response, some of
these panels may be
roundtable
discussions. Although I hope
to delegate the task of
selecting proposals to
members of the Committee,
for the moment send all
submissions to me at
aquema@acadiau.ca by 15

1)
E d u cat Ion
consumerism and Quality
Education

We invite proposals for
papers that discuss the
relationship
between
administrative economic
plans to generate revenues
for universities that have lost
government funding and the
objective to provide quality
education. What are the
contradictions underlying
these two objectives? What is
the
impact of these
contradictions on curricula
and pedagogy? What are
students' expectations? What
solutions can we bring to the
problem? Administrators,
instructors, and (graduate
and undergraduate) students
are invited to participate in
this debate.
2)
Academic
and Job Markets

Have you sent

your postcard
yet?
If not, get more information
about the Federation's
Funding Campaign for
Research in the Humanities
and Social Sciences by
visiting them online at
http://www.fedcan.ca

Values

Is there a contradiction
between what we value as
English academics and what
the
job
market
is
(supposedly) demanding? Are
literacy skills taught at the
expense of critical thinking?
The "what can you do with an
English degree question" is
increasingly difficult to
answer.
Are we facing
pressure to re-tool our degree
requirements to
make
graduates more marketable?
3)
Inc rea sed
enrolment and academic
hiring

Who will be teaching English
in 2010? How do we tackle
the anticipated increase in
enrolment in Canadian
universities
and
the
predicted
shortage of
applicants for university
positions? How do we solve
the contradiction between
the moral condemnation of
part-time faculty exploitation
and the economic drive to
generate revenues at the
cost of hiring underpaid nontenured faculty? This panel
will be organized as a joint
session, involving graduate
students, fUll-time faculty,
and part-time faculty.
4) National and International

PhDs

In his CACE/ ACCUTE Hiring
Survey 2002-03, Rob Holton
stated that approximately
56.5 % of successful
applicants held a Canadian
PhD while 43.5% held a nonCanadian Ph.D. What is the
significance of this new
trend? Does the hiring of
applicants with non-Canadian
PhDs lead to the devaluation
of Canadian degrees and to
discrimination
against
national
education and
culture? This panel will be
organized as a joint session,
involving graduate students
and full-time faculty.
The 2003 PC panels have
generated lively debates and
challenging questions. We
are planning to publish a
series of seven shortened
papers that reflect the variety
of these debates. Hope you
will enjoy them . r

Report of the President of the Graduate Student Caucas
~

ara Humphreys

Greetings

This is my first newsletter
column: greetings! In the last
newsletter, our former
president Karen Selesky
introduced me to all of you.
For those of you that have no
idea who I am, my name is
Sara Humphreys and I am a
second year PhD student at
the University of Waterloo. My
e-mail
is
smhumphr@uwaterloo.ca and
I encourage all of you to
contact me with any issues
you want addressed, to ask
questions, or make general
suggestions about graduate
concerns. I have spoken with
a number of you -thank you
for your suggestions and
Questions
and I am
enthusiastic about the coming
year.
Update on Issues

Before proceeding, I would
like to thank Karen Selesky
for her hard work last year.
The initiatives we are moving
ahead with this year are
mostly
due
to
her
commitment to improving the
graduate English community.
The main initiative that Karen
passed on to me is: hiring
practices. This is definitely a
contentious subject.
For those of you who are on
the GSC listserv, there was a
flurry of activity in late May
and early June when I asked
for any and all opinions
regarding the HRDC rule
relaxation and department
hiring practices. I received
some extremely useful replies.
These replies will become part

of a "letter of concern" to be
sent to English departments
and to the HRDC. The point of
the letter is to start a dialogue
between students and
departments.
The rampant
rumours regarding hiring
practices that plague
departments and, for the
most part, depress graduate
students is largely based on a
lack of communication and
the "mystique" that surrounds
the final outcome of graduate
studies for many: getting hired
in academia.
Further, the relaxation of
HRDC hiring rules almost
three years ago combined
with the apparent trend
towards non-Canadian hires
needs to be addressed. The
only way to do this is by
expressing our concerns.
Currently, after gathering
preliminary research on the
matter, there are three main
issues the letter will address:
1. The professionalization of
graduate students
2. Perceived superiority of
non-Canadian candidates
3. Graduate students joining
professional organizations
relevant to their field of study
(this includes funding matters,
conference
attendance
among other aspects).
Do you have any comments to
add?
Would you like to
provide any thoughts on the
above issues? Please e-mail
me with any and all
comments. Your input is vital
for the success of this project.

There are other issues that
are on the agenda, like
funding - however, I am
wrapped up in researching
departmental
hiring
practices. Perhaps I could
ask you to share your
concerns about funding on
the listserve or to me
personally?
Funding is a
convoluted
issue that
requires a well thought out.
diplomatic approach.
We
need to decide what aspect
of funding we want to
address:
guaranteed
funding? Length of funding?
External and
internal
awards? All of the above?
Let me know what you think.
Finally,
in the
last
newsletter, Karen asked
about adding an area to the
website with member bios,
resumes, links to home
pages and the like. I would
like to carry on with this
idea.
Who wants to
participate? Send me an em
a
i
I
a t
smhumphr@uwaterloo.ca.
Thanks everyone and I look
forward to hearing from you.

r

President.s Column Continued from page 1...

See you at the University of Manitoba!

these and similar objections to ACCUTE,
you will gently advise them of the
fallacies in these animadversions.
More to the point, you might remind
your colleagues that our collective
strengths as a profession - i.e., our
ability to secure or improve funding for
textual or literary studies; our ability to
influence and change the public
perspective on our disciplines and what
it is that we profess; our ability to form

ourselves into a significant presence within
and beyond post-secondary educational
institutions; in short, our ability to signal
our meanings and effectiveness to and
within the culture at large - are directly
related to the health of ACCUTE. By which I
mean, of course, not only our health in
numbers, although numbers do affect, and
powerfully, our funding, our visibility, and,
not to put too fine a point on it, our clout but also the more general well-being of
ACCUTE.
A healthy ACCUTE means a
vigorous voice for all of us. It means a
better chance of being heard and heeded for all of us.
I see that I have waxed fervid.
My
apologies. Let me close with warm thanks
to Judith Herz, President long-ago,
incoming President Keith Wilson, and the
committee who helped them in writing the

eloquent letters that will soon be in
your colleagues' hands.
They
persuaded me, all over again, of the
values of ACCUTE and of the
profession. Thanks to all who have
recently sent in proposals for some
exciting sessions, and to those who
have sent all manner of messages
over the summer with helpful
suggestions on a host of issues. And
my continuing thanks here at home to
Nicole and to Andrew, whose work
really makes ACCUTE happen, and who
are bidding fair to become the only
ACCUTE team in recent history accompanied by new babies,
weddings, and the (exciting?) vagaries
of a technologically challenged
accomplice - to survive their two-year
terms intact. Rock on. Word up. I'm
down with them. r

We are pleased to announce the launch of a new on-line literary journal

The New Compass: A Critical Review
www.thenewcompass.ca
In the tradition of The Compass: A Provincial Review (1977-80), edited by John Baxter, Colin Ross, John Thompson,
and Jim Young at the University of Alberta, The New Compass seeks to provide a place for spirited discussion and
debate about literature. The editors are Michael DiSanto and Sarah Emsley.
The New Compass will be published on-line twice a year, in June and December, and we welcome submissions for
future issues. We are interested in ethics and aesthetics, and in theory and practice, and we invite critical essays (of
2000-5000 words) on literature in English from a range of periods. We also publish poetry, short fiction, and drama.
Electronic submissions are preferred, but hard copies are also accepted. Submission guidelines are posted at <www.
thenewcompass.ca>. Please send copies of your submission to each of the editors:
Michael DiSanto
Department of English
Dalhousie University
6135 University Avenue

Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3H 4P9 Canada
mdisanto@dal.ca

Sarah Emsley
Rothermere American Institute
University of Oxford
I A South Parks Road
Oxford, OX I 3TG, UK
sarah.emsley@rai.ox.ac.uk

Alec Lucas 1913 - 2003
Tom Middelbro', Associate Professor of
English, retired, Carleton University

There is a story at McGill that Dr. Alec
Lucas, in preparation for teaching a
~ eminar course on Matthew Arnold , grew
sideburns to match those so prominent
on portraits of the Victorian poet and
It is emblematic of how
critic.
conscientiously Alec Lucas immersed
himself in the subjects or topics he was
teaching or writing about. Whether it was
Victorian novelists such as Charles
Dickens, George Eliot and Thomas Hardy,
or Canadian topics such as Ernest
Thompson Seton, Charles G. D. Roberts
and the animal story, Alec knew the
subjects and the scholarly treatments of
them . His lectures and seminars were
structured , thorough, and lively - for he
was never overwhelmed by his learning,
had something new to say, and always
had time to talk to students.
As a thesis director and reader, and he
supervised over 50 M.A. and Ph. D.
theses, including mine, Alec Lucas was
demanding, setting graduate students
tight schedules for chapter-by-chapter
draft submissions. His criticisms were
substantial, as he always fully mastered
the subjects on which his students were
writing, the Memolres of Phillippe Aubert
de Gaspe or the influence of Spinoza on
A.M Klein , whatever. His criticisms were
also stylistic. He demanded a vigorous
and logical development of the topiC.
Sentences had to be clear in their
pronoun antecedents, and no sentence
could begin with a conjunction . No and 's,
or's or but's.
As a scholarly critic Alec Lucas wrote over
forty articles for various Canadian
journals, prefaces, and entries for
reference volumes such as The Literary
History of Canada and The Oxford
Companion to Canadian Literature. He
also edited and wrote eight books. While

Alec wrote essays on Charles Dickens
and on two favourite American authors,
Henry David Thoreau and Thomas
Wolfe, most of his articles and all of his
books were on Canadian topics. Of his
books, the most popular was his
anthology, Great Canadian Short
Stories which first appeared in 1971.
The twenty-seven stories, arranged
chronologically from T.C. Haliburton's
early "How Many Fins Has a Cod?" to a
contemporary story by Ray Smith,
included three by French Canadians,
two of which Alec had himself
translated. Authors just beginning to
establ ish their reputations in the new
wave of short story writers such as
Hugh Hood, Mavis Gallant and Alice
Munro were represented .
A brief
Introduction traced the development of
the short story in English and French in
Canada, and the Notes on the Authors
were substantial, for each included a
biographical note, a list of major
publications and a critical appraisal.
Great Canadian Short Stories was
respected and influential. Alec Lucas
was interested in the Canadian short
story present and past. He published a
selection of Charles G. D. Roberts'
animal stories, The Last Barrier and
Other Stories , and
wrote
knowledgeably about both the animal
story and the nature and function of
short story anthologies.
His other
books included brief critical biographies
of Hugh MacLennan, Farley Mowat and
Peter McArthur. The agrarian essayist
Peter McArthur was a favourite of
Alec 's; he edited a selection of

McArthur's essays, The Best of Peter
McArthur, and in the Introduction
describes McArthur'S two main
interests as writing and rural life. Alec
might have been describing himself,
for he was a fervent naturalist and
conservationist who never forgot his
Ontario Northumberland County and
Cobourg roots.
Alec Lucas had a lively professional
pride in his vocation, which made him
a strong longtime supporter of The
Association of Canadian University
Teachers of English and, often with
colleague Professor Des Cole, he
attended regularly their annual spring
conferences held at various
universities under the umbrella of the
Learned Societies Congress. He thus
kept convivial contact with scholars
and scholarship from across the
country. He will be widely missed.
I have been speaking of why we
admired Alec Lucas. But what we all
loved was his quirky, outgoing, joyous
sense of humour, his love of a good
story which he could recount so well of himself at a party advising the selfpromoting Irving Layton that modesty
went with greatness, only to have
Layton seize him by the lapels, or his
droll stories of Hugh MacLennan,
whose voice was one of those he
loved to mimic amiably. He made life
richer with his welcoming presence,
and he leaves green memories for his
family, and for ex-students, colleagues
and friends across Canada. r

Let's Applaud the Educational Smorgasbord
Afra Kavanagh,
Cape Breton

University College of

My discussion of the evolution of postsecondary institutions, the proliferation of
post-secondary institutions and the
emergence of hybrid institutions (such as
university colleges) begins with the
question: "What is the university's
relationship to society?"

"For some
students at
UCCB, true
success means
being able to get
a degree, then a
job, then a life,
here on the
island where
they were born,
and where the
'rat race' has not
completely
taken over. As
professional
educators, we
must accept such
personal
definitions of
success"

In a democracy, I believe, post-secondary
institutions must be a part of the whole
that is the community they serve, and
education's essential role is to give people
the tools they need in order to develop
their talents and remain as much as
possible in control of their lives. All
postsecondary institutions must work
separately and together to provide, for all
students, a better quality education and
greater mobility between programs and
institutions, this in order to ensure student
long term success. It follows then that the
needs of individuals and the communities
they live in must provide the guiding
principles for the shape and focus of postsecondary institutions.
Most of us grew up thinking that large fullservice universities are the only kind to
have, that they can be everything to
everyone. This conventional university
model is very attractive, even in Cape
Breton, Nova Scotia, where despite the
recognition by those involved that UCCB is
a regional university college created to
attend to the needs of a specific postindustrial community already savaged by
decades of out-migration, many of the
faculty and students would prefer UCCB to
be a traditional university. They have been
campaigning to convince management and
the Board of Governors to drop the
"College" out of University College. They
are doing this because of their concerns
about the value of the degree (particularly
to students who wish to continue at the
post-graduate level), the importance of
research (that is, for individual faculty
members, as well as the institution and its

reputation), and parity in pay both as
compensation and as a way to attract bright
young talent to their ranks.
I think it would be a mistake to privilege a
single model, the old one with which we are
all familiar, and to limit student choices when
students have changed so drastically. For
example, according to recent statistics
published in University Affairs, of over a
million post-secondary students in Canada,
almost half a million attend community
colleges, and 61,000 attend other types of
institutions such as technical colleges. Many
others take distance courses or "attend"
virtual universities. Only 25% of students
today are between 18 and 25, or what is
considered a "traditional" student. 81,000
students are part-timers. A majority of
students work full time and almost all
students work some hours while they attend
university. These groups of students have
varied needs, learning styles, and abilities to
pay, and for all of them, no matter their place
of origin, finding the right post-secondary
education is essential to their long term
personal and financial well-being.
By
selecting an appropriate program, they help
themselves and ultimately their community.
However, no one type of post-secondary
institution can meet both traditional and
emerging student and community needs, but
our current "smorgasbord" of institutions,
traditional, technical or hybrid, provides
plenty of choices and almost guarantees that
everyone will find something to satisfy his/
her needs. This plethora of post-secondary
offerings is both a requirement and a product
of a free society, and students can choose
from the offerings of a variety of institutionsdifferent
programs
using different
pedagogies and modes of delivery. Fullservice universities, specialist institutions,
and institutions that exist to serve regional
needs are part of this smorgasbord which
serves the principles of diversity and
accessibility.
UCCB is an institution that exists to serve
regional needs. A hybrid with a history, it
began as "Little X," a two-year transfer
(Continued on page 13)

Re-mapping the Territory: New Hybrid Institutions in
Post-Secondary Education
Deborah
College

Bowen,

Redeemer

University

Redeemer University College is a small
undergraduate liberal arts and sciences
school that is twenty years old this year. As
a private not-for-profit school with a
Christian faith statement, it has been an
ordinary member of AUCC since 1987;
since the Ontario government's review of
the school in 1998, it has been able to
offer its own B.A. and B.Sc. degrees, and is
presently negotiating also to offer a B.Ed.
Almost all the faculty (94%) have a doctoral
degree or equivalent, and several are
visionaries who have worked in the college
since its inception. Redeemer accepts no
government funding and thus has no
government representative on its board,
but its programs are subject to the same
quality-review process as those at public
universities. The "university college"
designation is presently shared with only
two other Ontario institutions, Huron
University College at Western and, most
recently, Tyndale University College in
Toronto. The local (i.e. provincial)
implication of this nomenclature is that the
college works only at the undergraduate
level - the name does not imply, as it does
for UC Fraser Valley or UC Cape Breton, a
college that has grown from a community
college or that is particularly strong in
applied disciplines.
Redeemer believes in a "classical
education," and the advent of applied
programs is always greeted by some with
suspicion. It aligns itself philosophically
with its many American small-school
denominationally-based counterparts: it
does not intend to expand much beyond
1,000 students, and it sees itself in the
European tradition of scholarship,
numbering among its forefathers (I use the
word advisedly) the Augustines, Aquinases,
and Calvins of a small-c catholic faith. The student body, which is presently about

800 f.t.e., is predominantly white, though
there are an increasing number of students
from, for instance, Korea and Kenya . About
half the students come from an ethnic Dutch
and denominationally Christian Reformed
background - most of the rest are from a
variety of other Christian, but overwhelmingly
Protestant, denominations in Canada and the
States. Most are first-generation university
attendees from
lower-middle-class
backgrounds. Students who transfer from
public universities sometimes speak about
the relief it is to find the agenda up-front,
rather than hidden, and the brighter ones talk
about the excitement they feel in being
encouraged to integrate their faith
commitments with their scholarship, and to
think through the sorts of issues they must
engage with intelligence and humility as
Christians in the contemporary world. For me,
one of the biggest challenges is to counter a
sensibility (largely from the sending
communities rather than the teaching faculty)
which is still profoundly, and I think
unhelpfully, influenced by the paradigms of
modernity, and to suggest that all things
postmodern may not necessarily be of the
devil.
Because the school's policy is to provide a
nurturing environment, the attrition rate is
quite low and a fair amount of attention is
paid to pastoral as well as academic care.
Roughly half the students enter the school
with an 80% or above high school average;
the entrance requirement is 65%, but actually
well over four-fifths of the students enter at
AlB level. Slowly the school is gaining a name
for producing well-prepared graduates who
can write, and think, and do all those good
things that the liberal arts are supposed to
encourage.
Teaching in such an institution has both its
joys and its challenges. On the one hand, the
private nature of the school means that it is
largely free of the vicissitudes of government
policy on higher education. For the most part,
(Continued on page 10)

Call for Papers
25th Annual International Conference on the Fantastic in the Arts
Where: Ft. Lauderdale Airport Hilton, Dania, Florida.
When: March 24-28, 2004.

Here There Be Dragons: The Global Fantastic
The focus of ICFA-25 is on the global fantastic and on the ways in which language, tradition, and geography
shape the narratives we tell. Our cultures are threaded with shifting strands of the fantastic from around the
globe: Japanese anime, Russian folktales, fragments of the Ramayana, Latin American magic realism, African
trickster stories. Possible topics include: Postcolonial Theory and the Fantastic; the Racialized Other in
Narrative; the Representation of Race and Gender in the International Fantastic; Fantastic Film Around the
Globe; Legends and Fairy Tales of Many Nations; Comparative Literature ; The Fantastic in Translation; and the
Impact of and on Multiculturalism. In addition, papers on lesser known authors of science fiction, fantasy, and
horror from all nations of the world are welcome, as are papers focusing on the work of Guest of Honor Daina
Chaviano, Guest Scholar Marcial Souto, and Special Guest Writer Elizabeth Hand. As always, we also welcome
proposals for individual papers and for academic sessions and panels on any aspect of the fantastic. The
deadline for submission of individual proposals is 15 October 2003.

~

For general information, contact Gary K. Wolfe, IAFA Committee Director, Evelyn T. Stone College, Roosevelt
University, 430 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60605; FAX: (312) 281-3132; e-mail: <gwolfe@roosevelt.edu>.
To submit a proposal, contact the appropriate Division Head; contact information is available on the website:
<http://www.iafa.org>.
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Re-mapping the Territory: New Hybrid Institutions in Post-Secondary Education
(Continued from page 9)

and despite the inevitable glance-overthe-shoulder at important donors,
education can be student-focussed and
learner-centered, rather than fiscally
driven . The size of the school means that
r10st students are known personally to
tt1eir professors, that classes are small,
and that one can follow the progress of a
student over several years. Those of us
writing reference letters are usually
therefore working with a good deal more
knowledge of the student than those
from big institutions. Moreover, there is a
freedom to get involved in and to affect
the running of the institution that would
be well-nigh impossible for a regular
faculty member in a big research
institution.

From the point of view of the English
Department, the liberal arts and sciences
core wh ich occupies about a third of a
student's program means that all
literature students can be expected to
know some philosophy, history, fine art,
and theology, as well as a smattering of
science. Students generally seem to
acquire a much stronger sense of the
importance of history and
of
philosophical questions than many of
their counterparts in the public academy.
The English Department presently has
four full-time and five part-time faculty.
Creative writing, like the other creative
arts, is taken seriously, both in student
performance and as an alternative mode
of 'research ' for faculty.

load is six-and-a-half semester courses
per year - six courses one year, seven
the next-, which, though lighter than in
many colleges, is considerably higher
than in a big research institution, and
with less opportunities for course release .
Though research is expected, time and
funding are scarce. True, we have been
very fortunate over the past few years in
getting funding from both SSHRCC and
NSSRC. Certainly I'm finding that the
scholarly community I interact with at
conferences is well-nigh essential for me
to develop as a scholar, since nobody in
the college is working in the same areas
as I am. At the same time, I would have
to say that my commitment to research
exerts a significant and permanent
stress, because by temperament I am

On the other hand, the teaching course-

(Continu ed on page /5)

The Political Economy of Grade Inflation
Mervyn Nicholson, University College of the Cariboo

opportunities only enhance exchange value.

"Grade inflation" is a much bigger subject than one imagines.
First, "grade inflation" is a metaphor derived from economics:
the quantity of money required to purchase the same
commodities increases, but the quality of the commodities
remains unchanged . We cannot understand the problem of
"grade inflation" without pondering the economic context which
supplies the metaphor. Classical Economics made a distinction
that neoclassical economics banished, but which nevertheless
remains useful.
Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations
formulates this distinction by saying that a commodity has a
"value in use" and a "value in exchange." The exchange value
of a commodity is the price-a quantity of money determined by
the market. "Use value" is more basic, even primitive: the
inherent usefulness to the consumer of the commodity. The
use value of broccoli is good nutrition;
its exchange value is so many dollars
per hundredweight. Exchange value is
a function of the market, whereas use
value is universal and fundamental. In
the market system, the purpose of
production is the accumulation of
exchange values-use value is
~ ubordinated to exchange value.

Curiously, English professors are in a situation not unlike our
students. We produce scholarship, typically in the form of
essays in scholarly journals. Like student essays, these essays
are hardly read by anybody and are almost instantly forgotten.
The use value of the articles is, logically, increased knowledge;
the exchange value is the purchasing power, in effect, yielding
promotion, competitive advantage for research funding,
publishing connections, prestigious jobs and contacts. We
have all heard the language used to express exchange value in
the academy-phrases such as "tenure ticket," "bongs," or
"eggs in the basket," and most vividly in a conversation I once
had with Professor Z at a conference. "What do you think of Y's
new book?" I asked. "Y!" Professor Z exclaimed: "Oh Y is
humping for a full professorship!" So much for the quality of
the book. Exchange value outweighs use value:
the book is produced to win advancement; any
contribution to learning is a chance byproduct.
I think we all know books like that, some with
inflated reputations.

Because exchange value eclipses use
value, all things become
transmogrified into prices in the
market, and these prices are all that count. Indeed, exchange
value floats free as finance develops the immense
superstructure of speculation so conspicuous in the recent
stock market bubble culminating in the collapse of Enron,
World Com and other giants. Exchange value begets exchange
value without ever having to become a use value; capital
somehow magically increases capital without reference to use
value-the provision of human needs. Hence exchange value
not only is treated as an absolute measure of use value, it
effectively erases use value .
To return to the metaphor: the use value of undergraduate
essays is in part the skill acquired by the practitioner, the
writer. The exchange value is different: it is a mark, ultimately a
grade-point average. This number is the key to scholarships,
graduate and professional schools, and competitive advantage
generally over students with lower grades. Increasingly, the
exchange value of essays is more important than the use value:
t1is is the real root of "grade inflation." The actual quality and
content of the paper has less significance than the mark it
yields, its market price, so to speak
Pressures of
unemployment, meanwhile, and stagnating incomes and

The overemphasis on exchange value feeds
into the academy's subservient fascination with
prestige. Thus, the exchange value of an article
inflates according to the journal: the more
prestigious the journal, the greater the
exchange value of the article. A committee
assessing the value of a professor's work does
not have to actually read that work; it need only consider which
journal published it, not assess its merits. Jobs have been
known to be awarded on this basis. Unfortunately, illusions
abound here, just as illusions abound in a stock market bubble,
where exchange values inflate in a way that bears no relation to
use values. The eclipse of use value correlates with the
increasing emphasis on professionalisation.
In practice,
professionalisation
means successful
competition .
Performance supersedes scholarship: the skill of gaining and
holding the attention of the more powerful, which increasingly
preoccupies the curriculum of graduate students.
How can we understand the situation of our students without a
critical understanding of our own situation as a profession?
The concept of "grade inflation" has to be understood in the
context of the commodification of every aspect of life, which
treats use value with contempt. The impact of the compete/
control hierarchy, in the term I use in my book Male Envy,
remains silenced, unacknowledged. The underlying problem of
grade inflation is that of exchange value: the need for higher
marks in order to compete for control, in the context of a
society which values successful aggression. I

The Future of Evaluation
Doug Thorpe,
Saskatchewan

University

of

Student failure is currently subject to two
conflicting interpretations: 1) it is a
necessary consequence of high
academic standards and is therefore
evidence of the system's success; and 2)
it marks a wasteful expenditure of
teaching resources and is therefore a
sign of the system's failure. The way a
t }acher copes with such conflict is
bound to be inflected by disciplinary
differences. A scientific colleague of
mine told me that in his classes "you
either know the material or you don't."
Humanities scholars have traditionally
kept their distance from the objectivist
bias inherent in such an attitude, as the
interpretive activity we practise sees the
object studied as constructed in part by
the thinking subject. Yet creating space
for the student's interpretation
complicates our sense of the position
from which we evaluate. To evaluate
means to measure the present case
against some prior standard, but can one
evaluate in this sense when one works in
a culture increasingly involved in the
discourses of pluralism, inclusiveness,
and difference? To have values at all
means that one values some things
more than others, yet education as a
"leading out" does not simply mean
getting the students to value what you

value; it means creating the conditions
that enable students to realize their
values as you have yours.
In an educational practice so conceived,
under what conditions would one fail a
student? A few students may fail just for
lack of commitment and effort. Apathy is
measurable. For students who are trying,
standards of intelligibility apply. At some
level contact between teachers and
students depends upon a common
language, and teachers will usually be
the more experienced practitioners of
that language. We thus welcome diversity
of interpretation in our students but
zealously enforce writing standards.
Teaching grammar releases all that latent
dogmatism for which we have no other
use. Students, however, have difficulties
responding to an instructor's voice that
keeps modulating, alternately claiming
and disclaiming authority.
This is tricky terrain for teachers and
students alike, and it is further
complicated by the administrative climate
that surrounds us. Humanists are
granted the illusion of freedom of
thought, and multiple paths of identity
politics are thus enabled, so long as the
whole enterprise can hold up to the
scrutiny of administrators who tell us, in
effect, that it doesn't matter what we
teach so long as there are no empty
seats in our classrooms. The pluralizing
of our sense of value is symptomatic of a
profession that commodifies all forms of
knowledge. The corporate mindset,
however, entails more than simply
entrenching a production model within
the
university .
It
breeds
a
competitiveness among universities as
they jostle for a larger share of the
national market. Universities recruit more
aggressively now, and academics are
under pressure to develop distinctive
programming that will aid in the
- recruitment effort. At first glance, such
change may seem to have few

implications for the process of
evaluation, as it is the elite students who
are targeted by recruiters most often, and
such students are unlikely to fail. All
students, though, are affected by the
increasingly general perception that
students have become consumers of
education, and that there is a buyer's
market out there for them. There may be
increasing justification for this view, as
falling government funding means
students are bearing an increasing share
of the cost of education themselves.
Is our ability to evaluate such students
compromised by this justification? In
some ways yes, for no recruitment
strategy will work if it is not coupled with
a retention strategy. At my own
institution, we are currently deep into an
Integrated Planning process. One of the
Foundation Documents for this process is
an Enrollment Plan , the latest version of
which reached us four months ago. On
the link between recruitment and
retention the plan is quite explicit: "Given
the increasing cost of education borne by
the student, the University must organize
itself in ways to ensure a higher
probability of success, and, at a
minimum, a positive experience for each
student who enters its doors" (22). This
does not quite say that I am not allowed
to fail a student, though it is troubling to
think how far the university might go in
"organizing itself" to ensure that failure
doesn't happen . If the student cannot be
made ready for university, then the
university should be made ready for the
student.
In
Saskatchewan,
in
particular,
recruitment and diversity are closely
linked in our efforts to make the
university more inclusive of Aboriginal
people. Most demographic projections
place the aboriginal population at 20% of
the provincial total within a generation.
The Aboriginal student body at U of S has
(Continued on page 14)

Let's Applaud the
Educational Smorgasbord
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(Continued from page 8)

institution for St. Francis
Xavier University, then grew to
do other things in order to
meet the needs of those who
can't or won't leave Cape
Breton Island. Both a
university and a college, it was
formed by merging a technical
institute with the junior
college and then mandated to
educate the youth of Cape
Breton and to grant them both
diplomas and undergraduate
degrees.
But
UCCB's
mandate, and later its
mission, unlike any other
post-secondary institution in
Canada, is to participate in
the economic development of
Cape Breton. This fact has led
(in part) to UCCB offering first
a BACS degree, and now a
BScCS degree with a
concentration in Integrative
Knowledges (aboriginal and
Western), as well as its first
post-graduate degree, an MBA
in Community Economic
Development, Also, as
government agencies plan to
invest more in tourism in the
area, UCCB is planning a
degree
in
hospitality
management
(BBA in
Hospitality and Tourism), in
response to a perceived lack
in this area. The fact that
UCCB is more than "just" a
university or a college is
evident in things like the
number of articles dedicated
to it in a recent local
publication that assesses
Cape Breton's business and
economic well-being on an
annual basis. This year's
"Cape Breton's Annual
Business
Review
and
Forecast," published by the

Call for Papers
The Christianity and Literature Study Group (one of the Allied Associations) invites proposals or papers on any aspect of religion and literature (including
pedagogy and critical theory) for its annual Conference at the 2004 Congress
at the University of Manitoba, 29 May to 1 June 2004.

•
•

We welcome submissions from doctoral students and suggestions for memberorganised sessions.
Please send submissions with a brief abstract and bio-bibliographical note
(electronic submissions preferred) by 15 January 2004 to:

Dr. Barbara Pell
Department of English
Trinity Western University
7600 Glover Rd.
Langley, B.C, V2Y 1Yl
Tei. 604-513-2121 x3331
Fax, 604-513-2010
email pell@twu.ca

Cape Breton Growth Fund
and titled We Rise Again,
includes nine items about the
role of UCCB in the quality of
life and the economy of Cape
Breton, and two other items
about
developments
spearheaded by members of
faculty who are also members
of the community. Cape
Breton's situation requires a
symbiotic
relationship
between the institution and
the community, and the
faculty are a concentrated
pool of brain power and
creative energy to be tapped;
they are also positive role
models for the students who
are trying to determine a

future for themselves and
their community. A natural
outcome of this is that more
UCCB alumnae are taking on
leadership roles in the
community; for example, the
current mayor of the Regional
Municipality of Cape Breton
(no longer Industrial Cape
Breton since all the industries
have shut down) is a lawyer
who is a UCCB graduate, and
last year's UCCB Student
Union
president is a
candidate in this year's
provincial election.
For some students at UCCB,
true success means being
able to get a degree, then a

job, then a life, here on the
island where they were born,
and where the "rat race" has
not completely taken over. As
professional educators, we
must accept such personal
definitions of success, and
join in the effort to keep
education accessible by
keeping tuition fees low and
entrance requirements few.
We should also continue to
begin dialogues, such as this
one, between the different
institutions in order to
exchange information, affirm
our similarities and clarify any
misconceptions about our
differences. r

Mail submissions to:
Ronald Huebert, Editor

The Dalhousie Review
Dalhousie University
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3H 4R2 Canada
Email inquiriesto:martin@dal.ca

The Future of Evaluation Continued ...
(Continued/rampage 12)

also been growing (up to 2,000
students by last year), a growth
matched by many forms of new
programming and academic options.
Yet while many of these students have
thrived, overall the failure rate among
Aboriginal students remains
distressingly high. The failures are
most often attributed to a lack of
readiness, or to social pressures that
inhibit the student's ability to commit
to full-time study. There is also the
possibility, though, that the
instructional practices are in some

ways at odds with aboriginal ways of
knowing and teaching. The University
does not want simply to practice a cultural
assimilation in the name of student
readiness. We want a university of contact
and exchange.

performing reading in this unmoored way,
students echo, rather than replicate, the
performances of their teachers. To
recognize the relation between the two
experiences is the position from which
evaluation must start.

Can one have a discipline that is defined
by an activity and not a content? Having
taken the traditional skills of reading and
interpretation and turned them loose in a
much larger field of potential sites, our
evaluation can then be both radical in
permitting the analysis of non-traditional
objects, and somehow familiar. In

WORKS CITED
Atkinson, Michael, and Ken Coates. An
Enrollment Plan for the University
of Saskatchewan: Preparing Our
Students for Success in the
Know/edge Age.
Version 0.9.

Available online: http://www.
usask.ca/vpacademic/integratedplanningjplandocs. r
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for the upcoming conference:

Re-mapping the Territory: New
Hybrid Institutions in PostSecondary Education

For The Love of Words: Aboriginal
Writers of Canada

(Continued from page 10)

both a teacher and a researcher, and
need, personally as well as
institutionally, to try to fulfill both
mandates.
However, I am often reminded of the
real interdisciplinary possibilities, both
in teaching and in faculty interaction.
In my third year at the college, I was
involved in team-teaching an
interdisciplinary seminar on "The
iI npact of Western modernity on nonWestern cultures." This was the brainchild of a chemistry professor; he and I
got together with a theologian and an
environmental kinesiologist to design
and teach a course that would have
taken years to see the light of day in a
big institution, if it ever did.
Of course I become tired of trying to
explain where I teach - of trying to
counter the assumption that any
school with a faith statement is
necessarily indoctrinating, and must
have low academic standards. I didn't
think I'd mind in the least having no
status, but I do. Our students too are
aware that there may be more than a
financial price to pay for their choosing
a small university college over a big
research university with an established
reputation. But if it seems that, on
(lccasion, they are not seriously
enough considered by certain grad.
schools because RUe is still largely an
unknown entity, when they are
accepted and, often, do exceptionally
well, they are building a reputation for
excellence. In the end a different
perception of the college is something
that can't be legislated but must, quite
rightly, be earned. Meanwhile, I think
that what we lose on the roundabouts
of status and research support is
worth what we gain on the swings of
interdisciplinarity and a particular kind
of academic freedom. r

September 30-0ctober 2, 2004
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB, Canada
Hosted by the Department of Native Studies
The study of the literature by Aboriginal writers in Canada has often
been subsumed under categories, patterns, and themes that fail to
recognize the unique styles, imaginations, tropes, and metaphors of
individual authors. This conference seeks to explore and highlight the
aesthetic richness of the texts and the fluid nature of language. It will
bring together writers and scholars respectively engaged in artistic and
critical appreciation of "the love of words" in Aboriginal literatures.
A variety of critical perspectives and/or themes are encouraged;
however, papers should discuss an Aboriginal (particularly, First
Nation and Metis) author and/ or work(s) with particular emphasis on
uniqueness, nuance, complexity, and creativity of the writer/writing.
Some themes that may emerge include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Language and style
audience and community
standards of literary evaluation
resistance aesthetics
genres and genders
space and borders

We invite submissions of three (3) copies of either 300-500 words
proposals or completed papers. Please include a 100 word abstract and
a brief bio-bibliographical note. Also kindly submit an email or a
computer disk with the same information. The deadline for submissions
is April 1, 2004.
Submission may be sent to either
Dr. Emma LaRocque
Department of Native Studies
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, MB
or
Canada
- R3T2N2
emma_Iarocque@umanitoba.ca

Dr. Renate Eigenbrod
Department of Native Studies
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, MB
Canada
R3T2N2
eigenbro@ms.umanitoba.ca

Call for Papers
The mandate of ESC is broad. The journal publishes articles
which make a clear and original contribution to scholarship, to
theoretical understanding, or to debates of current interest to
members of the discipline of English studies. ESC welcomes
submissions which adopt an interdisciplinary approach or reflect
the turn to cultural studies, submissions which make excellent
and rigorous use of more traditional scholarly methodologies,
submissions which address emerging areas of the discipline, and
submissions which articulate significant though not yet
"emerging" areas of inquiry. As a way of encouraging a spirit of
dialogue and debate, ESC also welcomes shorter polemical
essays about the "state of the discipline" for publication in its
Readers' Forum section. All inquiries, including inquiries about
book reviewing, can be addressed to esc@ualberta.ca.
Submissions should be sent in triplicate and addressed to:
The Editor
ESC: English Studies in Canada

Department of English
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta
T6G 2ES Canada
All submissions should include a brief (100 word) abstract, also
in triplicate, and an electronic copy (either a disk or an email
attachment) in Corel, Word, or RTF format. Since authors' names
are not revealed to referees during assessment, the title but not
the author's name should appear on the submission. A cover
sheet with the author's name and address and the title of the
artJcle should accompany the submission.

READING AND THINKING COMICS
Creators of comics have explored the narrative, semiotic, aesthetic, sociopolitical, material,
psychological, didactic and cognitive potential of a medium often unfairly maligned as junk
reading or morally suspect children's literature. Academics have belatedly started to build a body
of criticism that engages comics with the same sophistication that comics themselves deploy. In
this spirit, panel participants will present intense, engaged, problematizing, and even
problematic examinations of comic books, comic strips, comic art, com ix, graphic novels, and
any other text that can legitimately fall under the rubric of comics. Possible topics include (but
are certainly not limited to):

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

sexuality and gender
postcolonialism
the comic publishing industry
underground comics
superheroes and anti-superheroes
film and television adaptations of comics
aesthetics
pre-19 th century comics
comics and multimedia

Send either a paper or a proposal (typed and double-spaced). Proposals must be between 300
and 500 words and indicate the proposed paper's overall approach and its significance in the
context of current scholarship. Papers cannot exceed 13 pages. 80th papers and proposals
require a Works Cited section. Submit three paper copies of the following: paper or proposal;
lOa-word abstract; and 50-word biography-bibliography. Please also submit an electronic file.
Address submissions to:
Vivian Zenarl
c/o Department of English
University of Alberta
Edmonton, AB T6G 2E5
vzenarl@ualberta.ca
Deadline: 15 November 2003

CHANDLER / NOIR
Papers or abstracts on detective fiction and/or film noir, especially papers on Raymond Chandler
and his tradition.
Please send three hard copies of your paper (12-13 pp. double spaced) or your proposal (300500 words), along with three copies of an abstract (100 words) and a bio-bibliographical note (50
words) by 15 November 2003 to:
Mervyn Nicholson
Department of English
University College of the Carlboo
Box 3010, Kamloops
British Columbia V2C5N3

AFTER THE POLITICAL
In the past 20 years, political
criticism has risen to be the
dominant force in literary theory,
so much so that other less
overtly political theories are
treated with suspicion.
This
panel seeks to interrogate the
phenomenon of the political in
the discipline of Literary
Studies-its mechanics, its assumptions, its ubiquity.
Some of its questions:
~
What definitions of the political does current
criticism offer? What hegemonies can we detect?
What is left out of those definitions and why might
these omissions matter?
~
What institutional factors have come into play to
allow the hegemony of the political in the
Humanities? What social factors have contributed
to this rise?
~
What relation does political criticism bear to
deconstruction, phenomenology, psychoanalysis, or
other methodologies suspicious of truth claims?
~
What intersections or frictions arise between
political criticism and the current rise of the new
formalism? What is the relation of artistic beauty or
pleasure to the political?
~
Is there a literary studies after the political? What
might it look like?
The organizer invites 100-word abstracts or 12-13 page
double-spaced essays on any aspect of the topic.
Submitters are encouraged to make their essays
theoretical in nature, although readings of particular texts
might be useful to the argument. Abstracts or essays
should be accompanied by a 50-word bio-bibliographical
note, and should clearly indicate the originality and
scholarly significance, the line of argument, the principal
texts to be discussed, and the relation of the paper to
existing scholarship in the field. Submissions, preferably
electronic, must be sent by November 15 2003 to
Steven Bruhm
Mount St. Vincent University
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3M 2J6
Steyen.Bruhm@msyu.ca

ANNE AND AFTER: INTERTEXTUALITY IN/AND L.M. MONTGOMERY
This member-organized session of the 2004 ACCUTE conference at the University of Manitoba (29 May to 1 June 2004)
welcomes papers that examine the body of work of L.M. Montgomery within an intertextual context, centred on Julia Kristeva's
premise that "every text builds itself as a mosaic of quotations; every text is absorption and transformation of another text."
Past intertextual readings of Montgomery's fiction have discovered that her work quotes from, reworks, responds to, and
parodies earlier texts by such canonical authors as Shakespeare, the Brownings, Scott, the Brontes, as well as the chivalric
poems of Tennyson and the Judeo-Christian bible. But her selected journals, published in four volumes to date by Oxford
University Press, reveal an avid reader who mixed recent popular fiction and "controversial" literature interchangeably with
rereadings of such canonical classics and old favourites. This session, which may form the basis for a collection of essays on this
topic, will seek to examine to what extent this voracious and often indiscriminate literary appetite informed and influenced
Montgomery's considerable body of work - which, by the time of her death, totaled 20 novels, a short autobiography, over 500
short stories, over 500 poems, and numerous miscellaneous pieces.
While the session organizer will consider papers on any aspects that fall under the topic of Montgomery and intertextuality,
papers that address the following concerns are particularly welcomed:
•

Disruptions and subversions of generic categorization (domestic novel, children's novel, sentimental romance) in writing and
rewriting earlier texts;

•

Allusions to and reworkings of influential texts by women, such as Olive Schreiner's The Story of an African Farm (1883)
and Elizabeth van Arnim's Elizabeth and Her German Garden (1898);

•

Responses to or thematic remappings of "controversial" literatures, such as Marie Corelli's Sorrows of Satan (1895) and
Valentine Dobree's Your Cuckoo Sings by Kind (1927);

•

Intertextual dialogues with contemporary Canadian and non-Canadian writers that respond to anxieties about nationalism,
suffrage, modernism, and war;

•

Montgomery's use of her own work as intertextual referent (short stories reworked into novel threads, repetition of dominant
themes, etc.);

•

Materials borrowed from Montgomery's ancestral heritage (oral tradition, Scots-Presbyterian and Celtic traditions);

•

Papers that examine texts by Montgomery that so far have received less critical attention (e.g., Pat of Silver Bush, Kllmeny
of the Orchard, A Tangled Web, Jane of Lantern Hili, as well as collected and uncollected short stories).

Proposals should clearly indicate the originality and significance of the scholarly approach to the material and include a list of
works cited. Papers should also apply pertinent theories and criticisms to help contextualize Montgomery's work. Demonstrated
familiarity with relevant Montgomery scholarship is essential; please visit http://www.lmmontgomery.net for an updated list of
Montgomery materials.
Please send three hard copies of your paper (12-13 pp. double spaced) and of your proposal (300-500 words) along with three
copies of a 100-word abstract and of a 50-word bio-bibliographical note by 15 November 2003 to
Benjamin Lefebvre
Department of English
Chester New Hall 321
McMaster University
1280 Main St. W.
Hamilton, ON L8S 4L9
E-mail: ben@roomofbensown.net

Electronic copies of all materials should likewise be e-mailed to
the session organizer by that date. E-mail correspondence is
welcomed at any time.

INTERIORS
Submissions are invited for a session on physical or
psychological interiors and the relationship between them.
While this session will be based on the recent critical interest in
rooms and their furnishings, it will also extend into areas where
an "interior" is a debatable but perhaps necessary metaphor.
Some possible topics:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Theories of interior decor (e.g. Walter Benjamin in
The Arcades Project, Gaston Bachelard's The
Poetics of Space, E. A. Poe's "Philosophy of
Furniture ");
The nineteenth-century vogue for bric-a-brac, and
its literary representations;
The semiotics of contemporary decorating trends
such as minimalism;
Rooms and their furnishings as animated or
possessed; or as mirrors of their occupants (e.g.
the red room in Jane Eyre, James's The Spoils of
Poynton, Georges Perec's Life: A User's Manual);
Gendered interiors; the interiority of the body
The inner spaces of texts;
Analysis of metaphors for the postulated "inner
space" of the psyche;
Critiques or analyses of the fundamental notion
that one possesses an "inside."

Either papers or proposals are welcome, on any aspect of the
topic. Proposals should be between 300-500 words in length
and should clearly indicate the paper's originality and scholarly
significance, its line of argument, the principal texts to be
discussed, and the relation of the paper to existing scholarship
in the field. Completed papers should fulfil these criteria and
should be no more than 13 double-spaced pages in length.
Both proposals and essays should be accompanied by a 50word bio-bibliographical note .
Submissions,
preferably
electronic, should be sent by
November 15 2003 to

Peter Schwenger
Mount St. Vincent University
Halifax, Nova Scotia
83M 2J6
peter.schwen&:er@msvu.ca

MORE THAN 'A THOUSAND WORDS':
VISUAL RHETORICS IN/FOR THE 21ST
CENTURY
In the past half-century, visual culture studies and visual
rhetoric have become increasingly important areas of critical,
theoretical and scholarly studies. Rhetorical thinkers such as
Kenneth Burke, semiotic thinkers such as Roland Barthes,
and genealogical thinkers such as Michel Foucault have done
much to establish visual studies as a distinct interdisciplinary
field in itself; the question now becomes: What will visual
studies "look like" in the 21st Century?
This panel seeks to explore how the study of visual culture
may develop in the next century by encouraging scholars
working in rhetoric, semiotics, cultural studies, and
communication, as well as other relevant fields of study, to
inquir~Jnto neVI' media cultures :such the internet, interactive
. erOgrams, vicjeb games etc. as well as slightly older

EMERGENCY MEASURES: POLITICAL CRISIS
AND POSTCOLONIAL IDENTITY
In a provocative essay on South African fiction, Elleke
Boehmer declares that the literature produced during that
country's state of emergency is characterized by a sense of
curtailment and stasis. She argues that the conditions of
the Emergency paralyzed .South African writers and
produced texts marked by a "suspension of vision,"
narratives unable to represent the possibility of renewed or
reconceived identity. This session is intended to refute
Boehmer's suggestion that a political crisis negates identity
by exploring ' literary
of postcolonial
"em~rgency~riting,"
"emergency"
also a
to 'denote both a sense
sf;lnse JofemeEg~ncei .
personal identity
y. :

SHAKESPEAREAN/CANADIANINTERTEXTS
Papers are invited for a member-organized session on
Shakespearean intertext in Canadian literature. Contributions
should address the placement and meaning of Shakespearean
text in the shifting signifying contexts of Canadian literature.
Questions to explore might include:
•

How do intertextual readings by today's major writers
offer fresh views of Shakespeare's plays?

•

Are Shakespearean intertexts for the
counter-discursive?

•

Are Shakespearean intertexts sites of cultural
exchange? cultural continuity? desired identification?
reconciliation? contestation?

•

How have Shakespearean text and language been
employed to gain access to universality? spirituality?
cultural resonance?

•

What differentiates
Shakespearean canon?

•

How do we distinguish between adaptation and
intertextuality in an intercultural context?

•

How are Canadian writers using Shakespearean
intertext to construct subaltern, queer, gendered,
postcolonial, and/or racialized subjects?

national

uses

most part

of

the

Proposals should clearly indicate the originality or scholarly
significance of the proposed paper, the line of argument, the
principal texts the paper will speak to, and the relation of the
paper to existing scholarship on the topic. A Works Cited should
also be included. Papers should fulfill the same criteria. Please
send three hard copies and a disc copy of either proposals
(300-500 words) or papers (12-13 pages) accompanied by a
100-word abstract and a 50-word biographical note by
November 15, 2003 to both addresses below. E-mail
submissions in either Word or RTF format are preferred.
Susan Knutson
Unlverslte Sainte-Anne - College de l'Acadle
Church Point, Nova Scotia BOW lMO
knutson@ustanne.ednet.ns.ca
AND
Jennifer Drouin
Department of English
McGill University
853 Sherbrooke Street West
Montreal, Quebec H3A 2T6
Jennifer .drouln@mall.mcglll.ca

THE BODY IN MEDICINE AND LITERATURE
Considering the corporeal occupation of narrative or poetic space,
Elaine Scarry calls the body in pain "the most contracted of
spaces" that occupies "the most expansive territory." This territory
of the infirm body has been placed under profound cultural and
theoretical scrutiny since advances in twentieth-century medical
practices defied death and prolonged illness. Recent works of
literature and critical theory suggest that the diseased body and
its discourse may be regarded as hyperreal or ecstatic, bitterly
comic or postmodern ironic. Papers are invited for a proposed
special session that will address this biocultural problematic of
the ill or diseased body as subject. Discussions may include, but
not be limited to, literary and critical examinations of medical
process, the ailing body as an extremity of experience, and illness
as a crisis of subjectivity. Must writing about the ill or debilitated
body always occupy the realm of the abject? How may that
"contracted" space of the sick body define subjectivity? Under
what conditions and terms is the gaze upon the ill body invasive or
welcomed? How do the identities of patient and caregiver, or the
ill observer and the healthy observed, comment upon structures of
power and the cultural rhetoric of sickness, grief and contagion?
How does writing the ailing body differ from writing the moribund
body? How may the project of regarding (and perhaps reordering)
the infirm body inspire or refuse mourning? Papers could explore
a variety of perspectives, including methods of reading medical
discourse through the demands of a literary genre, explorations of
corporeality through cultural structures of disease, and
considerations of the ill body as a readable medical/literary text.
Proposals should be 300-500 words in length, and should clearly
indicate the originality or scholarly significance of the proposed
paper, the line of argument, the principal texts to which the paper
will speak, and the relation of the paper to existing scholarship on
the topiC. A Works Cited section should also be included.
Completed papers should fulfill these criteria, and be no more
than 12 double-spaced pages.
Please send three hard copies of your paper or proposal, along
with a 100-word abstract, a 50-word bio-bibliographical note in
triplicate, and an e-mail copy of the entire submission by 15
November 2003 to:
Tanis MacDonald
Department of English
University of Victoria
P.O. Box 3070, Stn. CSC
Victoria, B.C.

V8X3W1
tanlsm@uvlc.ca

EARLY PASTS: CANADIAN HISTORICAL FICTION TO 1900
Writing in the midst of intense social and political transformation in the decades
leading up to and immediately following Confederation , historical novelists in both
English and French Canada engaged with questions of nationalism, colonialism,
and the mutual determination of history, culture, and politics. Yet current
scholarship on Canadian historical fiction tends to focus on contemporary fiction,
thereby overlooking the various relationships between text, history, and nation
offered by earlier versions of the genre. This panel seeks to reconsider this earlier
historical fiction in the light of its formal, thematic, and ideological complexity.
The panel organizers invite submissions of paper proposals (max. 500 words) or
completed papers (max. 10 pages) that address a range of topics on earlyCanadian historical fiction in either English or French, or comparative papers that
address fiction in both languages. They welcome in particular revisionary papers
that seek to go beyond traditional scholarship on the genre.
Possible topics broadly include (but are not limited to) early Canadian historical
fiction in relation to:
•

Alternative literary histories

•

Genre criticism

•

Other national literatures

•

Contemporary discussions of nation-formation within empire

•

Contemporary debates about the French and American Revolutions

Philosophies of history

•

Bilingualism and/or bi-culturalism

•

Debates about Canada's religious identity

•

The influence of Sir Walter Scott

•

Cross-cultural studies: French/English, settler/aboriginal, Canadian/
American, etc.

Send three (3) copies of your proposal or paper, along with a short biographical
statement, by post or e-mail to:

Dr. Andrea Cabajsky
OR
Department of English
The University of British Columbia
BuTo397-1873 East Mall
Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1Z1

Robert Stacey
Graduate Program in English
215 Stong College
4700 Keele St.
York University
Toronto, ON M3J 1P3
robert_stacey@rogers.com

Deadline: November 15, 2003

----------------------------------- ~---~-- .-~

E AN IMAL STORY IN ENGLlSH·CANADIAN LITERATURE
A number of critics have discussed the realistic animal story as a specifically,
though not exclusively, English-Canadian narrative form . From Charles G.D.
Roberts and Ernest Thompson Seton through Grey Owl, Farley Mowat, Marian
Engel, Timothy Findley, Margaret Atwood, Barbara Gowdy, and Yann Martel, the
animal story has been a dominant Canadian form. Yet it remains inadequately
theorized and assessed. This panel therefore invites papers that deal with how
and what animal stories have meant in English-Canadian culture. Especially
encouraged are papers that engage with one or more texts as a jumping off point
to consider broad issues of the form and its contexts. Panelists may wish to
consider how animal stories have functioned at various historical and cultural
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ moments; how they have participated in the social and political discourses of
their day; and how they have been the focus of controversy and debate.
Proposals for 15-20 minute presentations should clearly indicate the originality or scholarly significance of the paper, the line of
argument, the principal texts the paper will discuss, and the relation of the paper to existing scholarship on the topic. Three
copies of the proposal (about 300 words), accompanied by a 100-word abstract and a 50-word bio-bibliographical note should
be submitted by November 15, 2003 to:
Janice Fiamengo
Department of English
University of Ottawa
70 Laurier Avenue East, Rm. 338
Ottawa, ON. K1N 6N5
fiamengo@uottawa.ca

and
Nicole Berard
Department of English
University of Saskatchewan
9 Campus Drive
Saskatoon, SK. S7N 5A5
nlcole.berard@usask.ca

DISI NTERESTEDN ESS

VICTORIAN NOVELTIES

In "The Function of Criticism at the Present Time" (1865), Matthew Arnold
argues that disinterestedness is shown in criticism when it. refuses "to. lend
itself to any of those ulterior, political, practical considerations about Ideas
which criticism has really nothing to do with." In George Eliot's Daniel Deronda
(1876), Sir Hugo Mallinger's recommendation to his adopted (Jewish) son that
"we want a little disinterested culture" to function as "a passport in life,"
suggests disinterestedness as a cultivated attribute that elides or transcends
difference. In both cases the idea of disinterestedness seems to be a
significant facet of a larger motive in Victorian thought towards a kind of
universalism, and of what Amanda Anderson in Powers of Distance has
recently called "the cultivation of detachment." For this panel we seek papers
interested in the significance of the concept of "disinterestedness" (in one or
more of its many possible meanings) in Victorian literature, criticism and
aesthetic theory. Questions and topics might include:

In 1829 Thomas Carlyle noted that a key
sign of the times was the fact that "our old
modes of exertion are all discredited, and
thrown aside." This proposed panel seeks
papers that address conceptions and
realizations of "the new" that may have
emerged during the Victorian period to
replace these discredited and discarded old
modes of exertion. We are interested in
papers that address the idea or reality of
novelty in the Victorian period across a
broad range of disciplines (literature,
science, political economy, etc.) either in the
form of advocacy or critique. Possible topics
include, but are by no means limited to:
scientific innovation; commercial and
industrial invention, new generic forms in
literature (i.e. "the novel"); the periodical
press as a vehicle of novelty (i.e. The "New"
Monthly Magazine); new modes of
production and
manufacture, and,
alternatively, critiques of industrialization;
new modes of spectacle; new systems of
education; new categories of readership;
The New Woman ...

Questions-Why does disinterestedness emerge at this time and "stick" as a

powerful aesthetic concept that will prove to have a formidable legacy? How
are issues relating to disinterestedness absorbed and performed in Victorian
narrative fiction? What are the discursive and or philosophical traditions that
inform disinterestedness? What contemporary discourses of literature and
culture rivaled Arnold's concepts, and why were they less successful (or were
they)? Does disinterestedness as an aesthetic concept still have any use? Does
this last question have any meaning outside of a particular political context?
Topics-Disinterestedness ' and Victorian Poetry. Disinterested
Disinterestedness vs. Partisanship. Disinterestedness vs.
Disinterested Criticism and the Periodical Press. The Gender
Disinterestedness. Disinterestedness and Cosmopolitanism,
Aestheticism, or ideas of Race and Nation.

Characters.
Sympathy.
Politics of
Socialism,

Please send the following by 15 November 2003 both as email text and Word
or RTF attachment, or, in paper copy:

•

Please send the following by 15 November
2003 both as email text and Word or RTF
attachment,
or,
in
hard
copy:
•

300-500
word
proposals plus
bibliography (or completed papers of no
longer than 10 double-spaced pages)

300-500 word proposals plus bibliography (or completed papers of no
longer than 10 double-spaced pages)

•

100 word abstract of the paper

•

100 word abstract of the paper

•

•

50 word bio-bibliographical sketch of yourself

50 word bio-bibliographical sketch of
yourself

Send to:

Send to:
Jason Camlot
English Department LB-501
Concordia University
1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. West
Montreal, Q""uebec
CANADA H3G 1M8
Camlot@Vax2.Concordia.Ca

Jason Cam lot
English Department LB-501
Concordia University
1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. West
Montreal, Quebec
CANADA H3G 1M8
Camlot@Vax2.Concordia.Ca

PLAYING WITH TEXT ANALYSIS
Computer assisted text analysis has been seen as an aide to traditional research techniques in textual
disciplines. The idea was that computers could help us answer the questions we have always asked by
automating the repetitive tasks like creating concordances to texts . Recently however there has been a shift
away from using computers as servants towards more playful ways of using computers in literarY research.
The papers at this session will explore the intersection of literary studies and creative computing in order to
survey some of the trajectories taken by humanities computing researchers and developers. All of the
presentations should include both a demonstration of a tool or software toy along with a theoretical
positioning of that tool/toy in the discourse around what computers can do for literary study.
Proposals should be sent to Geoffrey Rockwell(grockwel@mcmaster.ca) by November 15th, 2003.

Proposals should include:

o
o
o
o

Name and Affiliation
E-mail address
300 - 500 word proposal
Screen shots or link to prototype of the tool/toy to be demonstrated

Proposals should be 300-500 words in length, and should clearly indicate the originality or significance of the proposed
demonstration software, the theoretical context of the software experiment, and the relation of the software to previous work. A
"Works Cited" section should also be included . Information about the software should be provided in the form of annotated
screen shots or a link to a working version on the Web.
The papers-demonstrations accepted for presentation should last no more than 20 minutes. Complete papers with appropriate
explanation of the demonstration software will be expected to be submitted as a Web page by March 15th so that the papers can
be made available online. Questions can be directed to Geoffrey Rockwell grockwel @ mcmaster.ca

VICTORIAN CROSSINGS
The Victorian Studies Association of Ontario (VSAO) and the Association of Canadian College and University Teachers of English
(ACCUTE) invite papers for a jOintly sponsored session on Victorian crossings. Papers may address the notion of crossings in
terms of the Tennysonian bar of space and time, of class, gender, genres, and disciplines, and of national boundaries and seas.
We welcome proposals from all disciplines. Presenters must be members of VSAO and ACCUTE.
Proposals should be 300-500 words in length, and should clearly indicate the originality or scholarly significance of the proposed
paper, the line of argument, the principal sources to be used or texts the paper will speak to, and the relation of the paper to any
existing schola rship on the topic. A Works Cited should also be included. Completed papers should fulfil these criteria, and
should be no longer than 12-13 double-spaced pages.
Please send an email of your paper or proposal, 100-word abstract, and 50-word bio-bibliographical sketch, and also mail three
hard copies of paper or proposal, accompanied by three copies of abstract and bio-bibliographical sketch, by 15 November
2003, to the following address:
David Latham
Department of English, York University, Toronto, Ontario M3J 1P3
EMAIL: dlatham@yorku.ca

WOMAN AS SUBJECT OR SUBJECTING THE WOMAN?:
REPRESENTING FEMALE AGENCY IN VICTORIAN LITERATURE
The Eastern Canada Victorian Studies Association (ECVSA) and the Association of Canadian College
and University Teachers of English (ACCUTE) invite papers for this jointly-sponsored session.
Victorian poetry, fiction, and prose often place women at the centre of their discourse, but whether
female figures are represented as achieving the agency of self-determining individuals or restricted to
being objects of observation remains a significant issue. Simply because a work is "about" a woman
or women does not mean that it escapes patriarchal constructions which constitute the feminine as a
set of values whose main purpose is availability to the masculine gaze, both within and outside of the
text. On the other hand, representations of women's experience potentially disrupt accepted gender
assumptions by subverting established beliefs about multiple types of female desire: sexual, political,
economic, and artistic. If, as Patrocinio Schweickart suggests, "[a]ndrocentric literature is all the
more efficient as an instrument of sexual politics because it does not allow the woman reader to seek
refuge in her difference," is it possible for Victorian "gynocentric" literature to create a location of
resistance to such coercive social/literary strategies?
This session will consider Victorian works which have women as their central focus. Possible topic
might include:
•

representations of female sexual agency

•

representations of female political agency

•

representations of female economic agency

•

representation offemale artistic agency

•

male authors' representation of female agency

•

women authors' representation of female agency

•

"The Girl of the Period" controversy

•

the New Woman controversy

Proposals should be 300-500 words in length, and should clearly indicate the originality and scholarly
significance of the proposed paper, the line of argument. the principal texts the paper will speak to,
and the relation of the paper to existing scholarship on the topic. A list of works cited should also be
included. Completed papers should fulfill these criteria, and should be no longer than 10-11 doublespaced papers.
Please send three copies of papers or proposals, accompanied by three copies of a 100-word
abstract and a 50-word biographical note along with an email or computer disk copy of same by
November 15,2003,to:
Dr. Richard Nemesvarl (Chair)
Department of English
St. Francis Xavier University
PO Box 5000
Antigonish, Nova Scotia
Canada B2G 2W5
rnemesva@stfx.ca
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GOTHIC AND THE LONG FIN DE SIECLE
This panel invites proposals on any aspect of Gothic during the long fin de siecle (1880-1920). Topics
might include Victorian Gothic, Gothic and tele-technology, the relationship between the scientific and
the literary text, melodramatic representations of the Gothic body, the intersection of sexuality and
degeneration, theories of anthropology and evolution or psychoanalysis and the occult.
Please send three copies of papers and proposals, accompanied by three copies of a 100-word
abstract and a 50-word bio-bibliographical note by November 15 to
Jodey Castrlcano
Department of English & Film Studies
Wilfrid Laurier University
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3C5

An email copy of the proposal or paper should also be submitted. Proposals should be 300-500 words
in length. Completed papers should be no longer than 12-13 double-spaced pages. A "Works Cited"
section should also be included.
Please note that all submitters must be current members of ACCUTE; those included in the panel are
encouraged to become members of IGA for 2004.
For further information about The International Gothic Association, please visit the IGA website (http:;/
www-sul.stanford.edu/mirrors/romneViga/ ).
For further information about ACCUTE, please contact the ACCUTE OFFICE, English Dept., University of
Winnipeg, 515 Portage Ave., Winnipeg, MB R3B 2E9 (accute@uwinnipeg.ca) or go to the ACCUTE
website (http:;/accute.uwinnipeg.ca/).

MEETING OF MINDS: VICTORIAN COLLABORATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS, ASSOCIATIONS
The Victorian Studies Association of Western Canada is sponsoring this panel, for which we invite proposals for papers that will
examine Victorian collaborations, partnerships or associations, whether artistic, political or social, formal or informal. Papers
might address, among other things, the success/productivity or failure of a collaboration; the personal relations involved; the
social, cultural or political ramifications; the benefits vs. the costs (both literal and figurative). Papers might also develop
antithetical approaches to the topic and consider rivalries, opposition or antagonism. In keeping with the theme for the 2004
Congress, papers might also address relevant issues regarding ideas, identity and place.
Proposals should be 300-500 words in length, and should clearly indicate the originality or scholarly significance of the proposed
paper, the line of argument, the principal texts the paper will speak to, and the relation of the paper to existing scholarship on
the topic. A list of works cited should also be included. Complete papers should fulfill these criteria and should be no longer than
10 double-spaced pages. Three copies of papers and/or proposals, accompanied by three copies of a 100-word abstract and a
50-word biographical note, should be sent by November 15, 2003 to:
Dr. Arlene Young
Department of English, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB R3T 5V5
PH. 204-474-7145
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